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Starting Over: Purpose
Luke 4:14-32; Matthew 28:16-20
1. Our purpose must be driven by (
A. That is interpreted (
a. (

)

b. (

)

) (Luke 4:18-19; 2 Peter 1:19-21)

B. That is applied without (
a. that begins with “ (
b. that anticipates (

) (Luke 4:16-21)

) (Luke 4:20-30)
) ” (Luke 4:21)

) (Lk 4:22; Hebrews 4:12)

c. that is prepared for (

) (Luke 5:33-39)

2. Our purpose must be framed by (
A. Through instructions based on a (
B. Through an attitude built on (
C. Through a plan driven by (

) (Matthew 28:16-20)
) (16)
) (17)

) (18-20)

Conclusions
1. Starting over requires (

) of purpose.

2. Staring over requires (

) for purpose.

3. Starting over requires (

) on purpose.

Connect Group Questions
Starting Over: Purpose
1. Before becoming a part of NAC, what was your church experience? What was your
perception of the church’s purpose? What is it now?

2. Read Luke 4:18-21 & 2 Peter 1:19-21, what do these passages teach us about
scripture in regards to our purpose? (1.A)

3. Check out the illustration Jesus uses in Luke 5:36-39, what can we learn about
fulfilling our purpose from this text? (1.B.c)

4. This week we learned our purpose as the church is framed by Jesus (Matthew 28:1620), what from this passage sticks out to you the most? How is this purpose evident in
your life? (2. A-C)

5. Review NAC’s purpose statement (available at nac1.com), how is God
challenging you in raising your intentionality and passion for this purpose? What
specific objectives is He giving you?

